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The quasi-stationary Maxwell equations are considered as the time-singular limit 
of the complete equations at the vanishing of the dielectric constant. Uniformly 
stable solutions of the complete equations are constructed, and their convergence to 
a solution of the quasi-stationary equations is proved and estimated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is usual in the study of electromagnetic devices to neglect displacement 
currents, so that the Maxwell equations describing the electromagnetic field 
reduce to a parabolic type system. The question naturally arises whether and 
to what extent it is possible to consider the quasi-stationary field described 
by the reduced equations (hereby referred to as QS) as a “limit case” 
obtained from the complete equations (hereby referred to as CS) at the 
vanishing of the dielectric constant E. Other physical examples exist in which 
a similar situation happens: for instance, in [5] and [6] the incompressible 
limit of compressible fluids at the vanishing of the Mach number is studied. 
The study of the convergence of CS to QS is fairly easy in the linear case: 
Some results are given in [9] in the physically relevant case of a bounded 
multiply connected space domain, showing that the solution of QS can be 
regarded as the first term in a series expansion of the solution of CS in terms 
of powers of E. Among the problems the quasilinear case presents, two are of 
special relevance: At first, the local in time character of most known results 
on quasi-linear hyperbolic systems brings along the possibility that the 
interval of existence of the solution of CS might shrink as E --) 0. In the study 
of the convergence then, it seems impossible to obtain the a priori stability 
estimates necessary to control the limit process unless the initial data satisfy 
a class of so-called initialization conditions. In fact, the convergence is 
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singular in time and the loss of one initial condition gives rise to a boundary 
layer problem (in time). We are able to overcome some of these difficulties 
mainly because of the essential presence of a “dissipation” term in the 
equations, which in particular allows us to control the convergence of 
solutions for rather arbitrary initial data and to give uniform bounds to L* 
(in time) norms of solutions. Initialization conditions of some sort however 
are needed to control the convergence of time derivatives of solutions. We 
proceed in three main steps: At first we provide uniform energy estimates 
that permit to construct a local classical solutions to CS on a short time 
interval whose length is independent of E (Theorems I and II). Using these 
estimates we next prove the singular convergence of CS to QS as E + 0, 
giving further estimates on the rate of convergence (Theorems III and IV). 
Finally we give some brief remarks on the boundary layer problem 
(Theorem V). Several gaps remain in our results, however, which we hope to 
fill in the future: We did not consider the initial boundary-value problem, 
physically more relevant (in [lo] results for CS in a bounded domain are 
given for fixed E, but the estimates given there, as well as the time interval, 
are not stable with respect to E); we do not yet possess independently 
obtained regularity results for QS, which would permit sharper results for the 
singular convergence problem (in [ 111 existence and uniqueness of a global 
weak solution of QS in a bounded domain are given); we do not yet know 
whether a global smooth solution of CS exists for arbitrarily large initial 
data (global existence for “small” data would be ensured by the presence of 
the dissipation term), nor whether possibly existing global weak solutions of 
CS are unique (although it is not difficult to show their convergence to the 
weak solution of QS). Some remarks on these problems are given in the 
sequel, showing how they would affect the study of the singular convergence 
process. 
2. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the system of the complete Maxwell equations 
$+j--curlH=O 
z+curlE=O 1 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
div B = 0 ) 
div D = 0 i 
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with the initial conditions 
B(0) =I$ ) 
D(0) = D”, . I 
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(2.3) 
We consider linear relations between j, D, and E, and non-linear between B 
and H. that is 
D = EE 
j=aE (2.4) 
H = C(B) 1 
where E and CJ are positive constants and [: R3 -+ R3 is a nonlinear function. 
System (2.1) + (2.2) + (2.3) can then be written as 
s$+cE-curlc(B)=O 
g + curl E = 0 
div E = 0 
div B = 0 
B(0) = & 
E(0) = &, 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
which is a quasi-linear hyperbolic system in the two vector unknowns B(x, t) 
and E(x, t). 
Remark I. It is well known that if 
div B,, = 0, div I?,, = 0 (2.8) 
then (2.6) are a consequence of (2.5): we shall therefore assume (2.8) in the 
sequel. 
Together with the complete equations we also consider the quasi- 
stationary problem, that is, the system 
/ uE - curl c(B) = 0 j 
$+curlE=O 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
B(0) = B, (2.11) 
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which is of parabolic type. We are interested in the behavior of solutions of 
the complete system with respect o the parameter E, and in particular in the 
problem of the convergence of such solutions as E -+ 0 to the solution of the 
quasistationary system. We therefore want to establish results for the 
complete system independent of E: more precisely, rewriting the equations 
more properly, indicating their dependence on s as 
i 
=, E at + uE, - curl QJ3,) = 0 
(2.12) 
%+curlE,=O 
(2.13) 
we first want to ensure the existence of a fixed time interval in which 
solutions of (H,) are defined for all E (regular solutions of (HJ in general 
exist only on a finite time interval, which might shrink as E + 0; this is, for 
instance, the case of the solution to (H,) given in [lo]). Next we need 
bounds for norms of such solutions uniform with respect to E, in order to 
study the convergence of (sequences of) solutions of (HJ to the solution of 
(P) as E -+ 0: such convergence is in general singular in time, since there is a 
loss of one initial condition, unless certain restrictions are given to recover 
this loss. Actually we are in presence of a boundary layer problem in time, 
so that the problem should also be considered of determining a boundary 
layer solution for (H,), that is suitable “correction” functions {e,, 8,) such 
that if B and E are solutions to (P) then B, = B + 19~ and E,= E + 8, are 
solutions to (H,). This problem is connected to that of obtaining the solution 
of (H,) as an asymptotic series expansion in terms of powers of the 
parameter E in the neighborhood of the solution of (P). In Theorems I and II 
we determine existence and uniqueness of a regular solution to (HJ on a 
fixed small time interval with uniform bounds on appropriate norms: It is to 
be remarked that while such bounds can be obtained for the solution for 
fairly arbitrary initial data, similar bounds for its time derivatives can be 
obtained only considering a stricter class of admissible initial data, satisfying 
additional “initialization” conditions. In Theorems III and IV we prove and 
estimate the convergence of solutions in the appropriate norms on the time 
interval previously determined: It is to be noted that if the initialization 
conditions are satisfied by the initial data then the convergence is no longer 
singular in time. This convergence assures the existence of a local in time 
regular solution to (P); if more regularity is known independently, for 
instance, from the theory of quasi-linear parabolic systems, then sharper 
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estimates can be given of the convergence. In Theorem V at the end of the 
paper we give a very partial result on the boundary layer problem, assuming 
in fact enough regularity of (P); we propose to consider this problem 
elsewhere in more extended detail. As a final remark, we note that many of 
the results we obtain are assured by the presence of the “dissipation” term 
uE,: This should also ensure global in time existence for the solutions of 
(H,), at least for “small” initial data, applying Matsumara’s results ([8]) to 
the second-order system that can be obtained from (HJ using the usual elec- 
tromagnetic potentials (see [lo]). Since this method can in particular be 
applied to the boundary layer solution, this would ensure global existence for 
(H,) for “large” initial data provided that a global regular solution of (P) 
exists for close enough initial data. 
3. FUNCTIONAL SPACES AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
We deal with three-dimensional vector functions u(x, t), considering for 
simplicity the periodic case where x E T3, the three-dimensional torus: The 
problem in the whole space R3 could be considered as well using the locally 
uniform Sobolev spaces introduced by Kato in [2]. For m > 0 we set 
lHm = (H”(T3))’ and note ]I. ]lrn the usual norm in IH”. We note that for 
m > IIH”’ coincides with the space 
H,= {uE IH”-’ (curluEIHm-‘,divuEH”-‘~, 
which is a Hilbert space with respect o the norm 
so that for vectors u E IL* satisfying div u = 0 the knowledge that 
curl u E IHm-’ is sufficient to conclude that u E IH”‘. We shall write U’ or 
occasionally a,u for c%/c%, 3,~ = &/axj = ‘{aju’, aj2, aju3} for j = 1, 2, 3, 
etc.; if s = (si, s,, s3) and a = (a, ; s) are multi-indexes we shall write 
aS=aslas2as3andD*=apoas,with)sl=s,+s,+s3andlal=a,+Isl. 
We make the following assumptions on the function [: R3 + R 3: 
(a) < is a strongly monotone, asymptotically linear function, and the 
derivative of a convex function F: R3 + R, that is 
vx E iR3, C(x) = aF(x> (3.1) 
vx vy E lR3, (c(x>-~(Y),x-~Y)~~Ix-~Y*, I > 0. (3.2) 
4OY!lO2/1-17 
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(b) [ has continuous uniformly bounded derivatives up to the fourth 
order at least, and [’ is uniformly positive definite, that is, 
vx E lR3, II P’(x)II < 40 k= 1,2,3,4 (3.3) 
vx vy E lR3, (C’(X)Y,Y) > Y I A29 Y>O (3.4) 
(so that actually (3.2) is a consequence of (3.4)). 
As for the initial conditions (2.13) and (2.11) we assume 
B,, E IH 3, E,, E IH 3, B, E IH’ (3.5) 
II&d3 + IIEO~ll3 = O(l) as E-+0; (3.6) 
in addition, we say that B,, and E,, satisfy initialization conditions of type I, 
Ia, and Ib, respectively, if 
type I: IIuE,,, - curl [(BoJ2 = 0(&l’*) (3.7) 
type Ia: I( aEOE - curl ~(Bo,)lll = O(@‘) a > 0. (3.8) 
type Ib: I] uE,, - curl &B,J,, = O(E(’ fa)‘2). (3.9) 
We refer to [5] and [ 121 for a more general discussion of conditions of this 
type; to assume them is equivalent o require uniform bounds on E’,(O). We 
report some well-known calculus inequalities needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1. If M(x) and u(x) are a matrix-valued and a vector function 
whose components are in H3, then M(x) u(x) E IH3 and 
IV’4413 G4 IIMll3 II413 (3.10) 
IlWf~> -M(as~)ll, G 4 llaJ4lz II412 for ]s]<3. (3.11) 
For the proof we refer, for instance, to [5]. 
LEMMA 2. If c satisfies (3.1) to (3.4) and u and v E IHS, s = 2, 3, then 
c(u), c(v) and C’(u) u E IHS and 
II 4~) - 4v>lls G d3 II u - u Ils (3.12) 
llC’(u) 41, G 4 II4ls II~II,. (3.13) 
The proof is immediate; actually, (3.12) is a consequence of (3.13). Note 
that d, may depend on ]I u]], and I] o]13, while d, does not. 
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4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We state the following: 
THEOREM I (On local existence and stability with respect o E of solutions 
of (H,)). Under assumptions (3.1) a.. (3.6) there exist T,, > 0 and A, > 0 
independent of E such that problems (H,) have solutions U,= {B,, E,} 
satisfying 
~,EQ(O,T,;IH~)~~“(O,T,;IH*) (4.1) 
sup {IIB,(t)ll: + e IlK(t) 
ElO.T,l 
+ I ,‘” W&II: + llW>ll:l dt<Ao. (4.2) 
Remark ZZ. The fact that U; E @(O, To ; IH ‘) derives from Eq. (2.12), but 
its norm in such space needs not to be uniformly bounded; this will be the 
case, however, if the initial data are such that ZJ; is uniformly bounded at 
t = 0, too. More precisely we have: 
THEOREM II (On stability of first-order time derivatives of solutions of 
(H,)). Under the additional assumption (3.7), the solution U, of (HJ 
obtained in Theorem I satisjies 
sup W:Wll: + E llWtll;l 
IClO,T,l 
+ I :” WXt>ll: + llW>ll:l <Ad,. (4.3) 
Remark ZZZ. As announced previously, condition (3.7) appears to be 
necessary in obtaining uniform bounds for the first-order time derivatives. 
Analogously, bounds for higher-order derivatives (up to the third) could be 
obtained if the initial data are restricted so as to satisfy stronger types of 
initialization conditions. 
THEOREM III (On the convergence of solutions), Suppose (3.1) . . . (3.6). 
Then we have 
B,+B in Lm(O, To; lH3) weak* (4.4) 
E,+E in L2(0, T,; IH3) weak (4.5) 
B:+B’ in L*(O, To; IH*) weak. (4.6) 
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Moreover we have 
B,-+B in Lm(O, T,; IH3-"), 
v>o 
(4.7) 
E,-,E in L*(O, T,,; IH3-"), (4.8) 
and if initially 
II Bo, - Bo II 1 = OW’*), a>0 (4.9) 
then we have the estimates 
=yoy IIB,W - WN-, = WA’*) (4.10) 
' cl 
iT” IIE,W -WI:-, = WA) 
‘0 
(4.11) 
where A= (q/2) min( 1, a). Moreover VT E IO, To] 
E,-+E in E7(z, To; IH2-v) 
with 
(4.12) 
sup 
tsIr.Tol 
IIE,(t) - E(t)l12-, = O(+*). (4.13) 
Finally if we have the further initial estimate 
IPoe - ~W)ll, = W”‘*) (4.14) 
then conclusions (4.12) and (4.13) hold for z = 0 too. 
Remark IV. Equation (4.6) is a consequence of B:= -curl E,; 
analogous consequences can be drawn from (4.8) and (4.12), along with the 
related estimates. The case q = 0 could be dealt with if sufficient knowledge 
on the regularity of B and E were separately available. 
Remark V. Equation (4.12) implies that (H,) degenerates regularly at (P) 
in the sense of Hoppensteadt (see [ 11): (H,) degenerates regularly at (I’) on 
[0, To] as E + 0 if U, -+ U uniformly in [t, T,,] x T3 VT E IO, To]. 
Remark VI. Since u I( E,, - E(O)lj, < I( CL!?,, - curl [(BoJl, + (1 curl QB,J 
- curl C(Boll 1 , condition (4.14) would be a consequence of (3.8) provided 
that 
IPoe - Boll2 = W”‘*). (4.15) 
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In particular this means that if the initial data are such that a = 1 in (4.15) 
then assumptions (3.5) to (3.7) are sufficient to ensure non-singular 
convergence. We have further: 
THEOREM IV (On the convergence of time derivatives of solutions). 
Under the assumptions (3.1) to (3.7) we have 
B;+B’ in L”O(0, T,; lH2) weak* 
E;+ E’ in L2(0, T,,; IH') weak 
B;+B” in L2(0, T,,; IH') weak. 
Moreover 
B;+B’ in L’O(0, T,,; IH*-‘), 
?J>o 
E;+E’ in L*(O, T,,; lH2-v), 
and if initially (3.8), (3.9) and (4.15) hold, then 
;=J’ 11 B:(t) - B’(t)ll, -,, = O(E*‘~) 
1 0 
I :” ilE;(t) -E’(t)& = 0(&l) 
EL-E’ in @(5, To ; IH I-") VT E IO, To] 
and 
SUP II&(t)- E’(t)ll-, = O(E”~) 
tE[r,T,,l 
with 1 as in Theorem III. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM I: GENERAL OUTLINE 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
The proof of Theorem I, as well as that of the others, is established with a 
standard fixed-point echnique, carrying out suitable a priori estimates on the 
solutions of the linear systems obtained by linearization of (HJ. More 
precisely, the quasi-linear operator 
a, h curl C(P) 
can be explicitly written as 
(0 b 2: aj(rp) ajY, 
j=l 
(5.1) 
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where the uj’s are the following 3 X 3 matrices: 
0 0 0 f31 f32 f33 
a1 = -f31 -f,32 -f333 9 u2= 0 0 0, 
fn f22 f23 -f11 -f,2 -f,i3 
-f2, -f222 -f223 
fi, fi2 fi3 
0 0 0 
we have set fi, =fij(p) = C?,&(V). We remark that because of assumption 
(3.1), JY =&: This fact implies that (H,) is symmetric in the sense that a 
symmetrizing matrix can be built for (II,); we shall not explicitly make use 
of this, however. Using (5.1) Eqs. (2.12) can be written as 
B:+curlE,=O 
EE: + oE, + b, (B,) = 0 
l 
(5.2) 
where for a generic continuous vector function w = w(x) we have defined the 
linearized operator 
v, t-+ b&-d - - i: aj(w> 8,~. 
j=l 
A straightforward computation shows the following. 
LEMMA 3 (On integration by parts). For all y E IH3, pl E IH’, q2 E IH’ 
(b,(cpA (P*)= - (tl’(w) cplT curl cp2> - t(vl, W; rp, 9 cp2> (5.3) 
where ( , ) denotes the IL2 inner product and 
?r(1,2, 3) meuns the set { 1,2,3} modulo 3, that is, 3 + 1 = 2 + 2 = 1, 
3 + 2 = 2 und so on. We remark that because of (3.3) and y E IH3 the 
bilinear form 
{UP fJ} I--1 l(w, w; u, u> 
is continuous on IL2 for all fixed w, that is, there exist positive constants 
M(y) and M such that 
vu vu E L2, lt(w W; u, ~11 < M(yl) IlulL, II~Ilo <MI1 ‘c/II3 IIuIlo llullo. 
(5.4) 
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Consider now for T > 0 the space 
s,=~(O, T; lH3 x IH”)n~“(O, T; lH2 X lH*) 
and for F = {f,?} in S, the norm 
[FE= sup 
fe[O,Tl 
lllfwll: + E IIPmI +i,oT tml: + IIS’(W 
We shall prove Theorem I by a fixed point argument on the space 
x = XTo,A o= WS,OI [Fl.O~~ol 
where To > 0 and A, > 0 are to be determined. More precisely, for 
Y = {I,Y, 1+7} E X with ~(0) = B,, and J(0) = E,, define @ = d(Y) as the 
solution of the linear problem 
q’+curl@=O 
E$ + a@ + b&J) = 0 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(o(O) = Bo, 
4W) =Eoc 
(5.7) 
we claim the following. 
PROPOSITION I. There exist To > 0, A, > 0 such that 
& maps XT,,d, into itself 
J is a contraction in Xr,,d,for the norm 
lmv= sup W(M + E II3wll~l* 
fsIO,T,l 
(5-Y 
(5.9) 
The conclusion of Theorem I would then easily follow from Proposition I. 
6. PROOF OF PROPOSITION I 
6.1. A Priori Estimates on the Solution of (L,), I 
LEMMA 4. Suppose @ is a smooth solution of the inhomogeneous system 
i 
v’+curl@=O 
E@’ + a@ + b,(q) = f 
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with f E IHo. Then for YE X we have 
Proof: We have 
~(T~ a+ 4@9 43 + (b&)7 a= (f, 6) 
from which recalling (5.3): 
whence we get (6.1) since C’(w) is symmetric for all v because of (3.1) and 
therefore 
Let now s = (si, s,, So) with IsI Q 3, and set QS = a’@: differentiating (5.5) 
and (5.6) we have 
)&+curl@,=O 
By Lemma 4 we have then 
Remark VII. The formal justification of (6.2) actually requires more 
detailed care, since the regularity assumed of the initial data (lH3) is in 
general not sufficient to ensure that QS is smooth enough for Lemma 4 to 
apply. In this case, however, for fixed v the system is linear, so that one 
might, for instance, establish (6.2) for Qp, =ps * @, where ps is the 
Friedrichs mollifier with respect to X, and then obtain (6.2) letting 6 + 0. 
This technique is used to obtain analogous estimates in [S], to which we 
refer for details. The problem of giving iL* estimates of G, is considered in 
the next section. 
Remark VIII. Because of (3.3) and (3.4) there exists p > 1 such that 
(6.3) 
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6.2. Estimate of F, 
Since G, = b,,,(q,) - Zb,(q) = Cj’=, (as(aj(u/) d,(p) - aj(y) cY?Y~~), from 
(3.11) of Lemma 1 we get 
ll~“(aj(w> ajq) - aj(w> a’a.i~llo G 4 Il~aiW12 IlajcOll2* 
Define now for A E iRt the increasing function h(A) = 1 + 1 + A2, and set 
K= 411 VIM: b ecause of (3.3) and Sobolev’s imbedding theorems it is 
immediate to check that 
ll~aj(V)ll2 <Cl II VII3 K (6.4) 
so that finally 
2(G,, 6, < 2~2 lI11/ll3 ~11~3 lldo 
(here and in the sequel cj denote constants not depending on E or A). Because 
of (5.4) we have 
~5~~~~y/~yl,~~,~~‘~ll~ll3/l~,ll,/~,ll, 
and because of (3.3) 
K”(W w’> (4,, v,> G 4 II v’ll2 llv7sIl& 
Since &>, 1 we have then 
~,~~,~~~Illyll,/l~ll,Il~~II,+lly/’ll2Il~l/:~~ 
and because !P E X, 1) ~1)~ <A, so that setting h = h(A) we have 
Fs G c3G’A lIdI ll~,llo + IIv’ll2 lbll:> 
<cc,h j~ll~ll:+~~ll~~ll:+llw’ll2ll~l/:) vv > 0. (6.5 > 
6.3. A Priori Estimates, II 
Choose now q = q(A) = B/hA with (217 - 1)/c3 < 0 < 2a/c, : then 
c, = 2a - c3 0 E 10, 1 [ and from (6.5) we get 
$1& ll~,ll~ + (I;‘(W>~,~ v,)l + co lldli 
< W-‘W2 + c,h llw’ll2> lIdI:; 
summing all these inequalities for ( s ( < 3, setting 
.“(@W) = x (E Ikw>lG + (C’(W) P,W? (D,(t))) 
IsI< 
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and recalling (6.3) we have 
~~~~~+e,llBll:4~,~~~~~‘+wY’lI*Hdl: 
(64 
m@(t)) + co j; II 4: G Jvwv) + c, j; ww* + h II VI’ ll*>Jy(W)) 
whence by Gronwall’s inequality and because of (3.6) 
J”(W)) <JT@(O>> exp a(4 t) & k exp 44 0 
where a@, t) E c5 l5 ((hd)2 + h II v/’ l12). Because of (6.1) we have 
a@, t) < c,{(h~I)~ t + h LQ”~} = a,@, t), 
so that we come to 
J’l@(t)) < k exp a,@, T). 
Choosing now A, > dm and TO such that al(dO, TO)< 
min(ln(di c,/5pk), I), which is possible because aI t) is an increasing 
function of t such that a,@,, , 0) = 0, we have 
sup 1E IIw)ll: + IImll:I GP sup 4@(0)4$ 
tcIo,~,l fcIo,r,l 
(6.7) 
From (5.5) and (6.6) we have then 
which, together with (6.7), yields (5.8). 
6.4. Proof of the Contraction Argument 
So far we have proved that there exist suitable positive A, and To such 
that the map JX? maps XA,,T, into itself. To conclude Proposition I we claim 
LEMMA 5. If To is suflciently small, xf is a contraction as specified in 
(5.9). 
ProoJ Let U=ycP(!J’) and V=&‘(Q), P= Y- @ and W= U- V: by 
definition we have 
)u’+curlzi=O 
i 
Eli’ + au’+ b,(u) = 0 
/u’+curld=O &?7’ + 06 + b,(u) = 0 
i 
40) = Bo, 
i 
C(O) = E,, 
40) = Bo, v’(0) = E,, 
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whence 
\w’+curlt3=0 
l&k?’ + ai? + b,(w) = b,(u) - b,(u) f f 
By Lemma 4 we have then 
\ w(0) = 0 
1 G(O) = 0. 
$1& II 41; + (C’(w) WY WI1 + 20 II 4Ii 
= qf, $1 + WV, 34 w, w + (C”(w, w’> w, WI. 
Since the u;s are Lipschitz continuous we have, recalling (6.7) 
llfll 0 = 11 2 (aj(W>-aj(rP>>aj~ ~c61~Ic/~~l~OIl~ll~~~7~oIIW~V,llo 
I! 0 
and therefore, recalling (5.4) and (3.3) 
$ le II 41; + (C’(w) w> WI/ + 27 II ai 
G 44, II v - dlo II $110 + do II wllo II 311, + II ~‘11~ II wlli> 
~~,~o$~llyl/-~ll~+Il~II~~ 
+c,~,~IlfilI~+c7Ilv’lI&ll~ ve>o 
whence for suitably small 0 
$ {&II 41; + (C’(w> ~3 ~11 G c7Vo II v/ - coIli +A, Ilwll; + II v/‘lL llwll~> 
and integrating, recalling that W(0) = 0 and by Gronwall’s inequality: 
& II wll; + Y II w>lllfl 
< c7Ao sup 
ts[O.Tgl 
II VW - ~Wlli exp c, 1’ (A, + II w’lL> 
0 
< c7 A, To SUP II VW - @>lli ev c, A0 TA’*(l + G’*> 
telo.T(J 
so that eventually 
/I W:<a,(Ao~ To> IIPII’, 
with a,(A,, To) = c7 A, To exp c7 A, TA’*( 1 + 7’:‘*). Choosing a suffkiently 
small value for To it is possible to have a,(A,, T,,) < 1, therefore obtaining 
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(5.9) and concluding the proof of Proposition I and consequently of 
Theorem I. 
7. PROOF OFTHEOREM II 
The proof of Theorem II is established essentially in the same way as in 
Theorem I, the additional assumption (3.7) allowing us to obtain the 
analogous estimates for the first-order time derivatives too. Since the 
methods are identical, we give only a sketch of the details. This time we have 
a fixed-point argument on the space 
Y = YT,* = 1F E ST I lllm G d I 
where we have defined 
111m = I,s;PT, Illf(~N: -t Ilf’(N + E Il.ml: + E llm>ll:I* 
We consider again system (L,), but we differentiate in time also, therefore 
considering a = (a, ; s) with a0 < 1 and 1 a I = a0 + 1s I< 3: setting Gn = D”@ 
and proceeding in the same way as in Section 6.1 we come to the inequality 
f a(W)> + co(W))* G ~1 Ah a(@@)) (7-l) 
where the cj’s denote new constants and we have set 
q@(t)) = 2 (E IIcu~)ll: + (t;‘(v) (Da, rp,)) 
loI<3 
(4w2 = IIWN: + Ilwll:; 
we recall that now we also have the a priori bound /I t#(t)llz < A. From (7.1) 
we get 
~(@‘W) + co jf (dWz < 8(@(O)> + c, Ah j’ g(@(s)) (7.2) 
0 0 
so that in particular by Gronwall’s inequality we have 
~(@(O> < 8(@(O)) ew(c, Ah t); 
to estimate 8(@(O)) we note that 
a(@,(o)) < C*w(0))* + (ew’\ 
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and that from (5.5) and (5.6) we get 
odw2 = IIPP)lI: + Ilco’ml: = lI~o,ll: +IlcUr1&,lI: 
< IP,,lI: + llK,,ll: = k 
because of (3.6); moreover since ~(0) = B,, 
mw* = E Ilm9I: + E II@‘Px 
because of the additional assumption (3.7), so that eventually 
a(@(O)) < k, 
and therefore 
8(@(t)) ,< k, exp(c, Ah t) 
so that 
(7. ,3) 
provided that A,, and T,, are so chosen that A,, > v$& and T,, < 
(l/c, A,h(A,)) ln(Ai/pk,). To complete the proof of (4.3) we need only note 
that from (7.2) and (7.3) we can get a uniform bound on jio II @‘II: too. 
8. PROOF OF THEOREM III 
From Theorem I we have that as E + 0 
B, E bounded set of %Y(O, To ; IH “) 
B: E bounded set of L2(0, T,, ; IH ‘) 
E, E bounded set of L*(O, To ; It-1 “). 
We claim the following. 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
PROPOSITION II. As E + 0, E, E bounded set ofF(O, To; IH ‘). 
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ProoJ From (2.12) we have 
& $ IIE$ + 2fJ IIE$ - 2 Jf (AS curl C(B,), CTEJ = 0 
IsI< 
whence 
E $ IIU + 27 IIKII: G 2CI lIBElI w,ll3) ll~~ll2 
and because of (8.1) we get for suitable constants cj 
-cot/e d ce 
dte Cot’EII~,II: < c2 
from which 
~eC~“EIIE,<t>ll~ < c llEo,ll: + c2 I,’ ecot” < E llEo,ll: + c3eeCOtIE 
whence 
IIE,(t)ll: < e-c~t’cIIEo,ll~ + c3 < constant. 
As a consequence of Proposition II we have that 
B; E bounded set of V(0, To; IH I). (8.4) 
Because of (8.1) . . . (8.4) there exist vectors x and f such that for suitable 
sequences, till denoted by B, and E, 
B,c+x in L“‘(0, To; lH3) weak* 
B:-,x’ in L”O(0, T,,; IH’) weak* and L2(0, T,,; IH’) weak 
E,-ri in Lm(O, To; lH2) weak* and L2(0, T,,; lH3) weak 
so that by compactness 
Be-,x in @(O, T,,; IH ‘) uniformly 
and because of the regularity of C 
curl QB,) + curl &) in @(O, To; IHO). 
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Let now I+Y(X, t) be a smooth function such that IJI(X, 7’,) = 0: from (2.12) we 
get after integration by parts 
i 
r” (B: + curl E,, w) = 0; 
0 
letting now E + 0 we have, recalling that llEoEll = O(1): 
JoTo (02 - curl C(J), w) = jor” k’ + curl li; IJI) = 0 
and because of the arbitrarity of I,U 
\c7i-curlCk)=O 
Ix’ + curlf= 0 
which means that the pair {x, f} is a solution of (P) for t E [0, r,]. But since, 
as it is easily seen, solutions of (P) with the regularity enjoyed by x and 2 are 
unique, we have that x = B and f= E, and (4.4) to (4.6) (in particular) hold. 
To establish the rate of convergence, at first we note that since 
B E L”O(0, To; lH3) and B’ E L*(O, r,,; lH*), from (2.9) we have that 
E’ E L*(O, To; IH’), 
I To IIw>ll: G ko (8.5) 0 
moreover since E E L2(0, To ; IH ‘) we have that 
E E g(O, To; IH’), sup llE(t)ll, ,< a,. 
lElO.T()l 
(8.6) 
Writing then (2.12) and (2.9) as 
\B:+curlE,=O ) EE’, + uE, + b,E(BJ = 0 
lB’+curlE=O ! EE’ + UE + b,(B) = EE’ (8.7) 
and setting xE = B, - B, 2 = E, - E, x1 = ax,, ,f, = af, we get 
xi +curlf,=O 
cf; + ox’, + b&J = h, + h, - EC%?’ (f3.8) 
where 
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By Lemma 4 we have 
= w, + h,,fJ - @E’,f1) 
+ W’P,, qx1 Y Xl> + 2w,, aB,i Xl 9 Xl> 
whose right side can be easily estimated recalling (3.3), (4.1), (4.2), (8.5) 
and Proposition II: We obtain 
II h II0 G a2 11x1 II0 (r(BcT B’,) x1 > Xl) G a2 ll~:ll2 11x1 II; 
ll~2llo <a2 IIXAI &Be, aB,i XI 7 f,> G Q2 11X1 110 11x’, 110 
-w, i,) 4 IIE’ II1 Ilx’ll, 
so that setting 
we come to 
whence 
f 1E II&II: + 4k)l + a0 IIL II: 
G Qdl + llB:ll2) Ihell: + EQ3 IIE’I/: 
k llrf$ + 4tXa)} + Qo j; IIIT,li: < {& Ilx',(o>ll: + Sk (0))) 
+Pa3/t(1 +ll~Il12~~~llLlli+4~~~l+Eal~o~oll~’lI:. 
0 
Since now by (4.9) 
401,(O)) <P Ilxmll: G %Ea, 
we have, recalling (3.6) and setting v = min(a, 1): 
E llfe,11: + Sk,> < E”% +PQ, I t (1 + II~‘EII2>{~ Ikll: + 40131 0 
whence 
& llf$ + sCf,> Q&“a, eww, I ’ (1 + 11~:112> < &"Qci 0 
(8.9) 
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and therefore 
IlX,(~)lll = W”“). 
Replacing this into (8.8) we get 
so that 
i b” 1117,11: = O(O 
(8. IO) 
(8.11) 
By interpolation (see [7]) we have then for q > 0 
that is, (4.10) and (4.11). 
RemarkIX. Since B E L”(0, To; IH”) and B’ EL’(O, To; lH2), B is in 
‘F(O, To ; IH 5’2) and therefore xE E g(O, To ; IH 3 -“) if r > i, and convergence 
occurs in such space. A similar remark would hold for (4.19) of Theorem IV. 
To obtain (4.12) and (4.13) we note that from (8.8) it also follows that 
E -$ Ilfl II: + 20 Ilx’, II: = (8 curl(i(B,) - C(B)), fJ - GaE’,fl) 
G (IIW,) - WI12 i- E IIE’IIA IIf, Ilo 
so that, recalling (8.6) and Proposition II we have 
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and therefore 
IKJl~ < e-nsf”llfc(0)llf f h@* 
so that for all fixed r > 0 
(8.12) 
,$p, ] IlmllI = O(&“‘“> ’ cl 
(8.13) 
from which (4.12) and (4.13) follow by interpolation. If in addition (4.14) 
holds, then k < Pkl and so from (8.12) it follows that 
which concludes the proof of Theorem III. 
9. PROOF OF THEOREM IV 
The proof is alsmost identical to that of Theorem III, estimating 
11x: II0 + Ilfi II0 instead of IIZ&l10 t I[ax’,llO: the only problem arises when 
estimates for E Ilx’,(O)ll~ t Ilx:(O)lli are needed (we remark that since 
B” E L*(O, T,,; IH’) then E” E L’(O, To; IHO). We have: 
0 IlxXO)llo G 0 IIW)lll = II 4% - WUI, < II 4, - curl C;(&JIIL 
+ II 4&E) - W3dl12 t II curl W4J - ~JW)II 1 
and because of (3.8) and (4.15), recalling that curl @,) - u,??(O) = 0, we get 
Ilx:@>llo = OV2). (9.1) 
We also have 
Il2X0N0 =II -E’(O) t f (cWW&,) - WJ) - UE,, t o-W)1/ 0 
< IIE’(O>l10 t f IIcurl@,,) - uE,,Jlo <cl t c~E(~~‘)‘~ 
because of (3.9), whence 
E 11269ll0’ 4 E”* (9.2) 
Estimates (9.1) and (9.2) are sufftcient o carry out the proof of Theorem III. 
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10. SOME REMARKS ON THE BOUNDARY LAYER PROBLEM 
The problem of determining a boundary layer solution for (HJ is rather 
easy to deal with if more regularity of the solution of (P) than that provided 
by Theorems III and IV is independently available, which is ensured by 
methods of the theory of quasi-linear parabolic systems if the initial value B, 
is regular enough. We shall therefore assume that the solution of (P) satisfies 
B E L*(O, T,,; IH’), E’ E L*(O, T,,; lH3). (10.1) 
Then we have the following. 
THEOREM V. There exists 0, = {t?,, 8,} such that 
8,, & E g(O, T,,; IH’) (10.2) 
II~&)ll, = w’*) (10.3) 
II ewl3 = w”4) (10.4) 
and U, = U + 0, is a sofution of(H,) (and therefore IIB,(t) - B(t)ll,= O(E’~‘) 
and (I E,(t) - E(t)ll, = O(e”“)). 
We give only a sketch of the proof. We look for solutions to (2.12) in the 
form 
B, = B + 0,, E,=E+B,; 
substitution into (2.12) yields, recalling (2.9): 
\Oi + curl B, = 0 
~EB;,+uB,+~~+~,(~~)=--EE’+~,(B)-~,+,~B): 
(10.5) 
we impose on 8, and 8, the initial conditions 
i e,(o) = e,,IH 3, II 4,~i, = w-9 
/&(O) = &,E IH3, II ~oJ3 = OV4). 
(10.6) 
(System (10.5) + (10.6) is analogous to (2.12) and can be solved as in 
sections 7 and 8, remarking that 
IlMB) - ~,++,P)II, G c lIBll4 ile31i3 a(llB + S,ll3) 
where a@) = 1 + 1 + A* + A3. The space in which the fixed point argument is 
carried out should be modified into 
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so that with the procedure of Section 6 one first has (10.3) and then proceeds 
to prove (10.4) with a method similar to that used in Section 8 to obtain 
(8.13). It is to be remarked that this method in itself would provide (10.2) 
for any T, such that (10.1) holds, provided that E is small enough (depending 
on T,), so that global existence of regular solutions of (P) would imply 
global existence of solutions of (H,) too. 
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